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CO~~~ICATIONS

Consul tant
as well
as the
lied.
in fact.

This paper questions
the ext~t
to vhich
~rketing
as distinct
from 3elling
or advocacy
has been modeled in the commu.~ications
literature
of marketing
and consumer behavior.
It states
comuunicative
implic~tion~
of the marketing
concept and discusses
conceptual
and empirical
issues
that
are
relevant
to each of three
stages
of marketing
communications.
Broader
disciplinary
1Ltplications
are also considered.

exchange of
multi-stage

goods/services
informational

for money is
flows
-from

impcus-

tomer to producer
(to communicate
what the customer
wants).
from producer
to custome~
(to communicate
availability
for
sale of what the custome~ wants).
from customer
to producer
(to communicate
the extent
to which customers
received
what
they wanted),
and yet more.
Clearly,
these informational
flows
have distinctly
different,
systematically
relevant.
purposes
which are reflected
in the terms used to designate
the pa~ties
to the exchanges.
St~ictly
speaking.
the initial
flow
(1) is not from customers
but from prospects.
followed
by (2) an informational
flow from p~oducer
to targets
in the
possible
presence
of nontargeted
prospects
and nonprospects.
and then (3) from tar~ets
and .!;~~~rs to producers.

Introduction

':he idea seems to be '1broad that
one may take an existing
t!:eoretical
formulation.
say from main-stream
?sychology,pll1g
in somethjnB
about goods/services
and voila,
marketing.
My
objective
in this
paper is to question
the unexamdned assump- Influence
in a Competitive
Environment
tion
that what qualifies
a study as addressing
marketing
communications
is the mere inclusion
therein
of messages about
If we probe a little
deeper and address
a simple
question
to
buying
and sell.ing.
Acco1"dingly.
I ask the question:
What
the marketing
concept:
Why must it be this
way? we shall
obkinds
of communication
doe~ the marketing
concept
implicate?
tain
the answer:
Decisions
about what is produced
will
be
In the first
of the paper's
three main sections.
I discuss
made anyway.
Why not have production
guided by information
behavioral
implications
of the marketing
concept.
Then I
about what people want?
If we press further
and ask: But
ccnsider.
in tU~.
each of three
stages
of marketing
coromuni- why is it important
to make what people want to buy? we come
caticns.
In the fi:tal
sect1on.
I 1ndicate
clr~ader
d1scipliface to face with marketing's
view of behavioral
influence
nary implications
of caking
the marketing
concept
seriously.
in a competitive
environment.
We shall
be asked to con-sider: Who is mo~e likely
to succeed --producers
who try
to
Behavioral
Impl1cations
of the Marketing
Concept
make people buy what they '1t.appen" to have made or the1r
competitors
who first
find
out what is wanted and then make it
Marketing
versus
Selling
available?
We shall
be reminded
that.
lacking
any form of
compulsion
in a free marketplace.
naturally-occur~ing
psychoWhat does the following
statement
of the market1ng
concept
logical
processes
are all
that
produce~
may rely
on.
!eimply about the nature
of marketing
communications?
'~on't
alistically.
producers
compete in attempting
to harness
husell
what you happen to make; make what the customer
wants
man energies.
which are already
allocated
to making certain
8
bUY?"
Most explicitly.
the statement
contains
informakinds
of change.
The offerings
a producer
create-s
and -ke~
,n about marketing's
disciplinary
domain which is distinavailable
will
be successful
to the extent
that
they tap
guished
f~om selling
by the interdiction:
'~on't
sell
what
into
ongoing
processes
that move the goods and come back for
you happen to make."
Marketing
has to do with
three
things:
more.
Strictly
construed,
marketing
communications
are
(a) decisions
about product1on
--"make.
.",
(b) naturally
planned
informational
flows
to facilitate
producers
in helpoccurring
motivation
--"what
the cu-stomer want-s ...",
and
ing users
to effect
changes that users want to make.
(c) marketplace
or economic
exchange
-"
..to
buy. " Marketing and selling
both involve
exchange but differ
in that
marketing.
as distinct
from selling,
embraces decisions
about what shall
be produced,
mandating
that
productive
decisions
are guided by cu-stomer wants
(see Figure
I).

P~obing still
fu~~he~ beneath
the su~face,
we find
the marketer's
implicit
theory
of action.
Stated
at its
simplest,
action
is guided by perceived
value
--an
old notion,
to be
sure,
whose profundity
one learns
to respect
upon being char
ged with
creating
what will
be perceived
as valuable
('~ke
what the customer
wants.
.'1). At base,
the marketer's
ta~k.
is not to assess perceived
value
in objects
that
already
exist
but to identify
the antecedents
of perceived
value
so

Going beyond what is explicitly
stated.
ve may conside~
the
marketing
concept's
most immediate
implications
for che naCure of marketing
communications.
Informational
exchange
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~hat valuabie
offerings
can be fashioned,
produced
and mada
available
for sale.
To qualify
as a stage two marketing
study
(i.e.,
announcement
of availability
for sale),
it Is
not enough to assess audience
members'
degrees
of favorability
to a proposed
message or to bundles
of attributes.
AI ~g other requirements,
audience
members must be characte~zed in terms that
predict
what they n 11 perceive
as
valuable,
a point
to which I shall
return.
Role

of

Information

Marketers'
use of information
to guide productive
decisions
brings
a fresh
perspective
to the nature
of information
and
it may help to make a much needed conn?:§ion
between infor~tional.and
motivational
phenomena.
~e
marketing
concept
~s unamb~guous on the point
that,
before
producers
enter
the
picture,
people have wants i.e.,
their
energies
are already
allocated
to certain
pursuits
and they think
about,
seek information
relating
to, and engage in action
that
is intended
to achieve
certain
environmental
impacts
and states
of their
being.
Society
assigns
to the producer
the task of helping
use~
to being about their
desired
external
and internal
states~
That marketing's
particular
contribution
to the p~oductive
entcrp~ise
is informational
traces
to the kind of
exchange in which the producer
seeks to participate.

~1e producer
wants to participate
in an interrole
~~change,
which occu~s when individuals
produce
for themselves
change
that b~ings
about states
that
they desire.
Quite apart
f~om
any marketplace,
hucans and animals,
too,
use their
resources to bring
about change.
F~om time to time they feel
uncomfortable
and they do something
that makes them feel
comfo~table
agaiL --for
example,
moving ~to
the shade out of
il h.,t sun or strong
lj~ht;
brushing
an ant off
one's
foot;
when ilur,3ry,
fir.ding
~nd eating
food growing
wilc;
when thirsty,
cup?ine
one's
hand to drink
wate~ Ercm a streaD.
In
these c~ses,
the individual
is both user and produc~~,
first
~xperiencing
a n~ed fo~ chan&e,
then selecting
the app~op~i.. ~ ~hange, d.~ing what is necessary
and, 7ery possibly,
\ieving
a J~sired
result.
Figur~
Z presents
the bare essentials
of this
primitive
inte~role
exchange.
It depicts
schematically
an individual
in an en~~ronment
of space and time.
The individual
is ~epresented
by two syst~
only,
affer~ive
(A) and cognitive
(C); the current
(CC) and sto~age
(CS) aspects
of the cognitive
system are rep~esented
sepa~ately.
The individual
is
to be considered
at each of four
instants
of time (TI to !4).
FIGURE 2

Reading
down, at TI'
the individual
experle~ces
a positive
or neutral
affective
state
(A+) which,
at TZ' has changed to
an unpleasant
state
(A-) due to an interve~ng
change in the
relationship
between the individual
and the environment.
It
is immaterial
here whether
the change
(the activating
condition)
affects
the cognitive
(Cc) or affective
(A) system
first.
One may become aware that
one is uncom£ortab1.e
and
search for the reason
(AC order),
or one may receive
information which,
on reflection,
makes one uncomfortable
(CA order).
At TZ' the individual
imagines
a state
(-xy)
which
lacks
the unpleasant
external
and internal
elements
associated nth
the activating
change.
The individual's
resources
are allocated
to bringing
about this
desired
state.
Thought
and action
are the two kinds
of resources
that
are available
to the individual.
Sometimes
thought
alone is effective.For
example,
upon examination,
conditions
previously
thought
to
be upsetting
may be viewed as harmless.
In the present
case,
at T3' ye are assuming
that reappraisal
has not been effective
in restoring
an acceptable
affective
state.
Action
i.e.,
making some environmental
adjusonent
that counters
the activating
change is going to be necessary.
Stored
in the individual's
memory is information
about actions/objects
that
yere availing
in similar
circumstances
in the past (Beliefs),
information
which may permit
the individual
to generate
one
o~ more candidate
actions/objects.
We assume here that
the
action
selected
p~oduces an environmental
effect
that brings
about a return
to an acceptable
affective
state
(A+).
However,
whether
or not affect
remains
negative
follow1ng
action,
the cognitive
sto~age
system is diffe~ent
in some '~ay
at T4 compa~ed w1th TI' minimally
by virtue
of ~egistering
the outcome of attempted
change (C~).
The store
of information
for use in the future
has b~en added to.
Figure
Z is an abbreviated
version
of a more comprehensive
model (e.g. , Fennell
1930, 1982c) in which instrumental
action
is represented
as a means of effecting
appropriate
coUnterchanges.
Out of all
the things
that
individuals
can do
onlya
tiny
fraction
is app~op~iate
to effecting
any particula~ counterchange.
Along ~th
physical
control
over bodily
mov~ents,
instrumental
action
requires
the selection
of approp~iate
as~ects
of the environment
and movements appropriate
to secu~ing
particular
kinds
of effects.
Whether
acquired
through
past learning
or from the current
environment, information
guides
action
to effect
app~opriate
counterchanges.
If one has become uncomfo~tably
cold due to a
drop in the surrounding
air
temperature
(activating
change),
it is important
to know which kinds
of actions/objects
are
like17
to ~esto~e
one to a comfortable
state
(counterchange).
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The producer
who would participate
in the exchange
of resources here described
must provide
offerings
that help people
make appropriate
counterchanges.
Once society
opted for division of labor,
a process
of human devising
is superimposed
a naturally-occurring
one.
Information,
which
in inter..,.~
exchange is the legacy
of learning,
must be generated
in
some other
way. In the productive
enterprise,
marketing
is
the humanly devised
link
connecting
change and counterchange.
The preceding
analysis
calls
for behavioral
models with
features
that are not commonly found in the literatures
o!-marketing
and consumer behavior,
including
these two: l)!We must
model an individual
doing something
or trying
to do s~mething
Or ~ shing
things
were different
and a producer
offering
to
help
2) We must represent
the different
kinds
of activating
ch
e. With regard
to the first,
our models must show producers
receiving
influence
from the conditions
that
allocate
their
prospects'
resources
(see Figure
3).
Regarding
the
second,
elsewhere
I have described
activating
change in terms
of five
simple
and two complex
cases (Fennell
1978):
Conditions
occur
from which we want to escape
(Current
Problem);
we imagine
imminent
conditions
that we wish would not occur
(Potential
Problem);
in many aspects
of our lives,
systems
run down and need to be maintained
(Normal Depletion);
when
we are otherwise
at ease, some thought
or occurrence
engages
our interest
(Interest
Opportunity),
or desire
for sensory
pleasure
(Sensory
Pleasure
Opportunity),
and we feel
uncomfortable
until
we respond
further.
In each case,
the available actions
may entail
their
own discomfort
(Action-Related
Problem)
or there may be no appropriate
action
available
(Satisfaction-Frustration).
One of marketing's
tasks is to
translate
prototypical
activating
conditions
such as these
into
the specific
physical
and psychological
terms that are
relevant
in the competitive
context
at issue.

Three Stages of Marketing

Communications

In this
section.
I briefly
discuss
each of three main stages
~marketing
communications.Stage
one has received
the least
~ention
in the marketing
literature.
Numerous papers
address something
akin to stages
two and three
but the approaches reflect
conceptualizations
and hypotheses
taken over
from mainstream
psychology
with
little
concern
for their
appropriateness
to the marketing
concept.
Prospect

to

Producer

--Want

Identification

The task of ensuring
that user wants are communicated
to
producers
is multifaceted
and, in some respects.
problematic
Some aspects
of the task may~e
described
as follows:
Whom to Talk to About What .l No producer
is interes
ted in
FIGURE
RELATtONSHtP
8£T1lEE!I
PERSON.
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THE

USER-PRODUCER

all
the wants of all
the people,
so the question
arises
of
identifying
prospects
in a naturally-occurring
population.
Most usually,
prospects
are identified
as individuals
who
perform
some activity,
such as buying/using
a particular
kind of good/service
(e.g.,
using
dog. food),
or engaging
in
some life
activity
(e.g.,
caking
care of a pet),
or who own
some item(e.g.,
pet owners).
Note that
an important
aspect
of the task of identifying
prospects
is stating
a focal
behavioral
domain. ~ .. ere are many different
ways of doing
this
and I have disc ssed the implications
of some of these elsewhere (e.g.,
Fennell
1982a, 1982c).A
prospect
group initially defined
as individuals
who perform
the focal
behavior,
may be further
specified
by excluding
certain
kinds
of individuals
(e.g.,
based on gender,
age, geographic
location,
media exposure,
retail
outlet
patronage,
and a host of other
considerations)
or, within
individuals,
by excluding
certain
kinds
of occasion
for performing
the focal
action
(e.g.,
following
ingestion
of med~tion,
particular
season of the
year,
while
traveling).l§trictly
speaking,
the universe
that
is of interest
to a producer
is not a universe
of individuab
but 0£ person-activity
occasions
(Fennell
1982b),
i.e.,
actions
extended
in space and time,
for example,
all
dog feedings in the United
States
in a twelve
month period~A
troubling
research
issue
is distinguishing
those beha~al
domains where there
is little
within-individual
variation
accross occasions
of the activity
from those with
high intraindividual
variation.
With regard
to the former,
respondents
may be able to generalize
over occasions
without
loss of
significant
information.
On the other
hand, with
high intraindividual
variation
it may be advisable
to identify
significant
kinds
of use-occasions
for separate
study.
Ascert~ining
Wants. Elsewhere,
I have discussed
some of the
difficulties
one encounters
in trying
to get people
to provide
the information
producers
need in order
to respond
to
user wants
(e.g.,
Fennell
1982b) so my remarks
here are
brief.
Marketing
research
practitioners
do not,
in tact,
confront
(he problem
as it is sometimes
presented
in marketing
writing
(e.g.,
Bennett
& Cooper 1981, Hayes & Abernathy
198Q.
Oxenfeld
& Moore 1978) namely,
people
are inept
at describing the products
they would like
to see available.
More usually,
marketing
researchers
ask respondents
to talk
about a
focal
behavioral
domain.
Reactions
to existing
products
and
brands,
and suggested
modifications
thereof
are elicited
onl1
toward the end of the interview,
vhich
is largely
devoted
to
exploring
respondents'
beliefs,
feelings,
desires,
expectations,
information,
and routines
in regard
Co activities
of
interest.
Practitioners
are likely
to take the position
that
it is the job,
not of respondents,
but of marketing
in conjunction
with
R&D to cranslate
information
about the context
of use into
the attributes
of inst~ental
goods/services.
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text is purchase behavior
in a specific
product
category.
The
attitude
object,
x, is represented
in Figure
3, and I am asking:
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It is widely
held
that
beliefs
and feelings
combine
in some
way to produce
attitude~
so we can begin
to fill
the space with
the two attitude
components:
Beliefs
and Feelings.
Let's
look
at the points
of contact
between
social
psychology
and marketing
research
practice
in regard
to these attitude
components.
In marketing
research
practice
probably
the most frequently
asked survey
questions
relate
to the components
of attitude.
Respondents
are asked to rate
a set of attributes
for
importance
when choosing
a brand
in the product
category
under
study;
they
are also
asked to rate
major
brands
on the same set of attributes.
A direct
questioning
approach
is usually
used to obtain
overall
attitude
toward
buying
a brand,
and there
are many
different
specific
questions
which
are used for
this
purpose.
In
social
psychology,
there
are a number of versions
of what is referred
to in general
terms
as the expectancy
value
approach.
Probably
more than any other,
Fishbein'
s has been used in consumer
psychology,
and I am following
Fishbein
here.
Beliefs
are obtained
by having
subjects
indicate
the likelihood
that
x, the
'attitude
object,
has each of a number of attributes;
feelings
are obtained
by asking
subjects
to indicate
the extent
to which
each attribute
is good or bad.
The person's
attitude
toward
the
attitude
object,
x, is then estimated
by multiplying
probability
'and evaluation
for each attribute
and summing over the set of
'attributes
(Fishbein
& Ajzen
1975, p. 223).
Note that
both
in
marketing
research
and social
psychology
we cannot
talk
about
'researching
Feelings
and Beliefs
without
using
one additiona~
;term:
~

Attributes.

i,
1?

reason
to believe
that
time should be spent communicating
these individuals?
Are the audience
members taken from the
general
population?
Are they prospects?
Are they targets?
"Make what the customer
wants to buy" implies
that wen you
~
e your availability
announcement
you are talking
to seleindividuals
in the general
population
who, minimally,
ave some interest
however slight
in the general
domain of
your message.
The design
provides
no information
on the extent
to which
the undecided
and those who indicate
they probably will
not buy are indifferent
to XYZ in particular,
or
to any denture
cleanser
or, simply,
do not wear dentures
(see lower
portion
of Figure
4).
, ~ ~ -,~-~
"
In contrast,
a marketing
paradigm
is dep~cted
in Figure
5.
Across
the top are depicted
elements
from stage one leading
up to the positioning
decision.
The marketer
starts
with
a
particular
domain of substance
--the
domain of the producer's
exper~ise
--which
is represented
here as a message domain(111),
e.g.,
denture
hygiene.
In a naturally-occurring
population,
individuals
who perform
some activity
to which
the message domain is likely
to be relevant
(focal
activity
e.g.,
denture
wearing)
are identified
as prospects
(92).
Various
crit~ria
are used in converting
the universe
thus defined
into
a mar~tet as defined
(U3) ,within
which
the heterogeneous orientations
to performing
the focal
ac~ivity
are to
be identified.
What, in our linguistic
conventions,
appears
to be the "same" activity
e.g.,
brushing
one's
dentures,
may
result
from different
kinds
of activating
conditions
and be
dirccted
to effec~ing
different
kinds
of counterchange.Hence,
the market
as defined
comprises
various
segments of demand
(114) .Considerations
relative
to the producer's
streng~hs
and weaknesses
in absolute
terms,
rela~ive
to competition,
and as perceived
by prospects
lead to the selection
of one
or more demand segment for t~rgeting
(G5). A corresponding
message is carved ou~.of
the message domain (06).

researchers
iden~ify
the s~atus
of audience
members relative
to the message domain and indicate
whether
the message is
expected
to be differentially
appropriate
for audience
segments. My essential
point
is this:
If researchers
claim
to
address
themselves
to stage tWo marketing
communications
,
then the research
design
must reflect
the fact
that
the message announces
availability
of what some individuals
in a
naturally-occurring
population
will
perceive
as valuable.It
must do so in a way that
permits
the researcher
to analyze,
separately,
systematically
significant
bases for reactions
to the message e.g.,
prima facie
irrelevance
of the message
domain (nonprospects)
or of the message (nontargeted
prospects).
Alterna~ively:
What feature
qualifies
Bagozzi's
paper as addressing
marketing.theory?
In fact,
he appears
to
use
3.
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